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Let's pray, Lord Heavenly Father, praise your holy name, good morning Father, and thank 
you Father for this first day of the eighth month. 
Thank you Father for getting us through another month. 
Thank you for your mercy and your grace upon us Lord. 
Thank you Father that you continue to teach us great things. 
Thank you Father for continuing to deliver us from misconceptions, false doctrines, legalism, 
and Babylon. 
Thank you Father for teaching us deeper things, greater meat of the Word of God. 
Father, you are spirit and we are your children, also spirits. 
Father, our intent is to serve you in the light of Jesus Christ, in the truth. 
Not in Babylon, not in deception, but in truth. 
We ask you Father to keep us aligned into the center of your will, let us not go astray. 
And if we start going astray, that you would warn us and tell us with your rod and your 
staff, with holy scripture, with direction and correction, to keep us in the center of 
the truth. 
Lead us not into temptation, lead us not the difficult way. 
Deliver us from evil and let your light shine in us. 
Keep us straight Father, may your will prevail on us and thank you for continuing to teach 
us. 
In Jesus name we pray and ask for your special anointing on the sermon today and ask you 
Father to help us to clearly understand and not misunderstand any of this. 
That I will be done here on earth as it is in heaven, in Jesus name so be it, amen. 
Praise Jesus. 

Let's turn to the book of 1 Thessalonians, 1 Thessalonians chapter 5, that's over there 
before Timothy, 1 Thessalonians 5, and that's the chapter we usually go to, to read the 
verses like despise not prophesying, prove all things, abstain from all appearance of 
evil and so forth, but today we're going to read something else there in verse 23. 
That is Jesus, 1 Thessalonians 5 verse 23. 
As soon as it says abstain from all appearance of evil in the previous verse, which is a 
great one for Halloween time, verse 23 says, now may the Theos of peace himself sanctify 
you entirely or wholly and may your spirit and soul and body, those three different things, 
your spirit and your soul and body be preserved complete without blame at the coming of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
Think about that. 
The spirit and the soul and the body, we know the body is talking about the physical body 
there, the flesh, but the spirit and soul is listed separately, which means they must 
be separate things, amen, and this is not the only place we'll read another place. 

Let's go to Hebrews 4 verse 12, Hebrews 4 verse 12 to see almost the same thing there. 
Hebrews 4 verse 12 on page 234, page 234 at the bottom, Hebrews 4 verse 12, for the word 
of Theos is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword and piercing as far 
as the division of spirit, soul and spirit and of both joints and marrow and able to 
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judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart and there's no creature hidden from his sight, 
but all are trachelizo, which means your throat split open, which means he sees deeply 
and even naked, he sees us, amen. 

So this is really interesting, talks about the word of God being able to dissect us, 
have surgery on us, open us up, split us up, and from the flesh from the spirit 
and again you see that the soul and the spirit. 

Now I have said before and it's true that sometimes that word and could be translated 
as namely or same as, but I really do not feel in these two verses here that that's 
what that means, in these particular contexts and especially when I look up what is the 
Greek word for this, soul and spirit. 

What is the difference or the similarity? 
What is it? 
Now for in both of these verses I have read, the word spirit is Greek's strongest occurrence 
number 4151, which is the same Greek word for Holy Spirit or Holy Ghost, it is, I don't 
know how you pronounce that for sure, you know I have trouble speaking, but fuma, 
whatever, 
but it means breath or wind or air and what that's really talking about is a presence 
that is almost physical, almost, it's not physical, it is spirit, but if you think of 
breath, well you can feel your breath if you blow out on top of your hand, you can feel 
wind, you can feel air if it's moving, and it's spirit, but the wind is invisible, but 
it has a certain substance to it, whereas the word soul is an entirely different Greek 
word, not even related in any sense, the word soul is Greek word, strong occurrence number 
5590, and that is psych or psyche. 
The psyche is the same word that we get psychiatrists from or psychologists from. 
Your psyche is your soul, 
Your soul and your spirit are entirely two different things. Your psyche or your soul, you 
cannot feel with your hand, it is more deep, it is deeper inside your body, it is deeper, it is 
even more spiritual, amen, it is different, and let's look at some other examples, now let's go 
back to Genesis and see how these two different Greek words are used, in the Greek 
Septuagint 
which was written in Greek, which is Paleo-Hebrew, and we see these same two different 
distinct Greek words and how they are used in Genesis chapter 1, now as you turn to 
Genesis 
1 verse 20, I will confess that previously when people had asked me is there a difference 
between soul and spirit, I have at least on one occasion or more said that they are the 
same, I was wrong, I praise Jesus that He continues to teach us to greater truth, reveal 
things to us, and like I said if you do not change or if you do not allow God to change 
what you believe about something and you have not changed what you believe about 
something 
in a year, more than a year, then you are not growing enough in the truth, in this ministry 
we are learning new things, every few months, every few weeks, we are learning new things, 
we are growing in the knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ as the Bible says that we should 
be doing, growing, verb, action, amen, not staying lukewarm, not staying stagnant in 
what we think we know, but examining what we think we know and growing in the truth, 
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in Genesis 1 verse 20, then the Theos said, let the waters teem with swarms of living 
creatures and let birds fly above the earth in the open expanse of the skies, now that 
phrase living creatures in this verse I'm going to translate better and you can keep 
the word creatures but where it says living, let's add the word souls in between that 
and then a comma, so it should say swarms of living souls, creatures and let birds fly 
above the earth because it should have that word souls in there which is Greek 5590 your 
psyche but in this case it is the psyche or the soul of animals, wow, which is a confirmation 
of something I've been sharing with Jared that I may have hinted to I don't know but 
haven't yet written an article about yet and have not done an actual sermon on yet but 
another truth that I'm still in the process of growing about, okay, but yes animals have 
souls according to this verse once we get that Greek word in there that's missing, living 
souls, creatures, animals, beasts, they are living souls, okay and then in verse 21 the 
Theos created the great sea monsters which is talking about the whale and sharks and 
giant octopus and all kinds of giant monsters that do live in the sea and every again it 
should have so every so of living creatures so we're going to add the word so of after 
where it says every every so of living creatures it should say that move singular with which 
the water swarms so we continue to perfect The Alpha and Omega by we'll go all the way 
down to verse 24 as well and the Theos say let the earth bring forth souls rather than 
creatures so we mark out creatures all together in that particular verse and put souls but 
again it's talking about animals in this case okay now that's how that's used in those particular
cases for that one Greek word and let's go back to verse 2 to see the other Greek word 
the word for fuma or spirit we just looked at so in Genesis now let's look at spirit 
for 4151 the word for spirit wind air breath Genesis 1 verse 2 Genesis 1 verse 2 therefore 
the earth became vain waste and darkness came over the surface of the deep and then 2b 
thereafter 
the spirit of the Theos brooded over the surface of the waters that word spirit there and 2b 
is Greek 4151 fuma breath wind spirit of the Theos when we think of God the Bible says 
God is spirit and not flesh but he is spirit we're not really thinking of an inner soul 
but rather just spirit and we know that Holy Spirit is translated as holy breath then we 
look at chapter 6 chapter 6 verse 3 and the Lord the Theos said my breath of life that 
breath there is 4151 fuma spirit wind breath air of life my breath of life will not always 
remain in man for he is going astray he is flesh therefore their days should be 120 years 
and if you keep if you study the whole Bible we're not promised 120 you can live less you 
can live more so forth so this is spirit enters into man into man these are a few examples 
of how it's used in scripture now we know that that spirit that is breathed into us 
is the spirit of life as it says there the breath of the life and that we are spirits 

now we just got done keeping the Fiesta of Tabernacles which one of several of the meanings
of that is to remind us that we are spirits inside the temple of flesh. okay so that's 
one of the reasons we kept the fiestas to remind us that the the flesh is not who we 
really are but rather we are spirits inside the flesh. 

so it's amazing that it was during 
that holiday with that meaning that God brought the shungite to me to tell me you 
know the shungite is a mineral, a stone, a rock that will protect us from 5g 4g 3g radio signals 
satellite signals tv signals all the different electro electric magnetic pulses and energies 
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and frequencies that are truly harming are not only flesh but our spirit it is harming 
because the spirit does have a substance to it. we can breathe out even that substance. 
we can breathe on our hand and feel that spirit it is part of us he breathed into us this 
spirit the breath of life so it has some substance and if it has some substance then it can be 
touched by not only our hand but also by electro energy internet signals tv signals and so 
forth we are spirits and what that basically is is a plasma over 99 percent like 99 point 
something percent of everything that can be measured by science in any form or way wind 
water air dirt grass metal stone anything that can be measured or observed electricity 
even if it can be measured or observed by science in any way form or shape it is 99 
point something all of almost everything is plasma including our spirit and what our spirit 
is is a bio physical electric plasma body with a physical body. 

we do have a physical 
body and we have our spiritual body which we will be raised with and then we have a 
soul what's the difference between the spiritual body and the soul the soul is deeper inside 
you and cannot be measured yet by science but your spiritual body can be measured by 
science because it is the breath that you breathe with it has substance to it but your 
soul is even more spiritual it is deeper it is more internal inside you your spiritual 
body can even be seen with special photography special equipment. 

I remember seeing many years ago how you know they have a lot of people are experts on 
going into haunted houses and studying if they could see ghosts and they found in some 
haunted houses they 
could see the electro energy left behind of people that used to live there and so forth 
and not only that but if you're sitting in a chair and you get up from that chair they 
can measure scientifically the energy you leave behind in that chair so you have electricity 
which could be measured by ekg they can measure your heart your electricity and your heart 
your brain and throughout your body your nerve endings. 
my wife britney went to a chiropractor 
yesterday and they rode a wheel down her back and they measured the electrical currents 
going through her entire spine and how that showed up on the computer right in front of 
us with all these different colors measuring how the electrical energy can flow through 
her nerve endings and through her spine to see how that would react to show what is wrong 
with her spine to show where she would actually hurt they can measure this they can discern 
where she would actually hurt by just rolling a wheel down her back which picked up electric 
in her body and then measured how her nerve endings would react to that but yet she didn't 
i don't think she felt any electric did you so is is mind-boggling is amazing what they can do 
amen 
so over and over and over God confirms this is absolutely mind-boggling. 
The spirit is our spiritual body. our soul is deeper inside us. deeper and it is different. 
all of it is given by God but the spirit and the soul and the fleshly body but just because 
we are spirits with a soul and a body does not make us a trinity we're not three different 
people 
we're still one person and this applies to god that that does not make him a trinity he doesn't 
even have flesh so he is not a trinity you cannot twist this to say well we have soul spirit and 
body therefore God's a trinity and we're trinity, no we're not we're not three different people, 
we're not three different distinct people whereas the trinity doctrine says god is three different 
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distinct separate people that's crazy that's craziness that's insanity, 
we're only one person. He's only one being but we have different parts and he has different 
parts. 
amen.  now let's go back to the new testament to the book of john john chapter 1 
john 1 verse 1 
john 1 verse 1 page 101 praise Jesus in the beginning existed the word and the word was 
in Theos and the word was Theos it was part of him inside him but yet that word was still 
Theos 
He was not a separate person, was not a separate person, He was Theos but He's part of 
him. 
the part that could eventually be seen by mankind could be measured with our eyes could be 
discerned 
with our eyes and verse 2 he was in the beginning in Theos and all things came into being 
through 
him and apart from him nothing came into being that was had come into being verse 4 in him 
was 
life and the life was the light of mankind the life was the light of mankind why does it say that. 
that underline the word light of mankind that phrase light of mankind because that's extremely
important to what we're talking about today God is light. hey it says that in another verse God 
is 
light and yet God is spirit He says that in another verse that's not a contradiction. 
Amen. so if He is spirit and He is light and He is the light of mankind 
and He is the word what is the word speak and you can measure the wind coming out of your 
mouth. 
if you put your hand right in front of your mouth and speak words it can be measured 
and that this is wonderful revelation from the lord Jesus Christ and that he is light 
remember that when john and ezekiel both saw the throne of god they saw a rainbow they 
saw light 
they saw a rainbow they saw light amen and he is fire which is light and plasma fire is plasma 
and fire is light energy amen verse five the light shined in the darkness and the darkness 
did not comprehend it which means darkness does not have a soul verse six there came a 
man sent 
from Theos whose name was john talking about the one that wrote this he's talking in third 
person 
here he came as a witness to testify about the light so that all might believe through him 
he was not the light john wasn't but he came to testify about the light there was the true light 
which coming into the world enlightens any human he was in the world and the world was 
made through 
him and the world did not know him he came to his own and those who were his own did not 
receive him 
but as many as received him to them he gave the right to become the children of Theos even 
to 
those who commit in his name who were born not of blood nor by the will of the flesh nor by 
the will 
of man but of Theos so in other words he and us were born by the will of god by god's will 
god's 
plan god's purpose that he has a plan that he has a purpose and we were not born in vain 
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and neither 
was Jesus born in vain whichever it's talking about it's all true amen so god is light and we 
are his children and therefore we are also lights does not the bible also say that we are lights 
let's go look at that matthew 5 matthew chapter 5 
verse 13 
95 verse 13 you are the salt of the earth which is a mineral but if the salt has become 
tasteless how 
can it be made salty again is it no longer it it is no longer good for anything except to be cast 
out and trampled underfoot by people you are the light of the world as cd say on a hill cannot 
be 
hidden the nor does anyone like a lamp put it under a basket we just sung that song a few 
minutes ago 
i will let my light shine this little light of mine i will let it shine this little light of mine 
i will let it shine look at john 10 go back to book of john goes john chapter 10 
verse 30 john 10 verse 30 
Jesus says i am the father are one and the jews picked up stones again to stone him Jesus 
answered them i showed you many good words from the father for which of them are you 
stoning me 
and the jews answered him for a good word we do not stone you but for blessing me 
and because you being a human make yourself out to be Theos Jesus answered them 
has it not been written in your law that i said you are spirits or Theos spirit kings rulers 
this great word for where i put spirit kings rulers is Theos you are Theos i said you are 
Theos he is quoting the old testament there song 82 verse 6 you are Theos that doesn't mean
you are 
the god the Theos but if a rabbit gives birth a rabbit gives birth to rabbits cows give birth to 
cows give birth to cows dogs give birth to dogs cats give birth to cats Theos has children and 
we 
are his children he is the Theos and we are minor Theos god is spirit we are spirits he is light 
we are light there is a rainbow at his presence there's also a rainbow at our presence 
because 
because we are light and we're children of god and we are minor Theos we are 
our very existence every part of us every part of us so spirit and flesh 
is from his mouth from him from his presence we are part of him although we are not god 
there is a rainbow of light different lights different colors of our spiritual body which 
can be measured can be seen can be photographed with the right equipment 
and has been photographed with the right equipment amen these lights or different parts of 
our light 
are different parts of our rainbow is in hindu and in buddhism called kakas now i know that 
word 
now i know that word kaka can be confusing i know it can be scary i know that 
make us take a second and third and a fourth thought about this why is pastor tim talking 
about kaka's energy and all this stuff but the truth is when you research this kaka's is not 
unique to india and china it is not unique to buddhism kaka's are nothing more than 
energy points of your spiritual body realizing that you are spirit and not flesh you have a 
flesh but you are spirit you have a spiritual body which is light is light amen and the kaka's or 
the existence of a spiritual body which shows light different colors of light the colors of 
the rainbow upon your spiritual body was known by the native american indians the native 
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austrians 
the native koreans the native africans the native russians all the different cultures 
latinos different cultures around the world just about all of them thousands of years ago the 
greeks even the israelites they knew about that we are spirits that we are lights even without 
having the bible they knew that we were lights how how did they know that why did every 
culture on 
this earth thousands of years ago know that you could use stones for healing and herbs for 
healing 
and food for healing the trees the grass and the flowers and stones minerals from the earth 
and that we are spirit that we are lights and they even knew that the light of your spiritual body
had the colors of the rainbow how did they know that it is not just buddhism it is many many 
many 
cultures throughout history and the reason is god god amen the knowledge of this had to 
have been 
passed down from god to his people and it just simply was lost by modern technology modern
western pharmaceutical companies corporations wanting to make money on their invention 
rather than allowing people to heal themselves through herbs and stones and really denying 
the existence that were spiritual beings science denies that and yet at the same time science 
has 
documented eastern science has documented individual science people that go outside the 
box 
and say I'm not going to trust what the mainstream scientists say i will be my own scientists 
people 
that do have phd's people that did go to college and universities people that did write 
documented 
and did film and write documented research papers showing how you can measure your 
spiritual body 
and see it and see the different colors of light amen we're not talking about magic or 
witchcraft 
or buddhism but we are talking about agent knowledge that came from god even as the bible 
teaches that we are lights that we are spirits that we are the children of the father which 
means simply that we have a bioelectric plasma about our body amen electrical body which 
science 
does prove by measuring the heartbeat and the brain waves amen look at the book of james 
james chapter 1 which is right after hebrews 
james 1 verse 17 
page 243 james 1 verse 17 
every good thing given an ever-perfect gift is from above coming down from the father of 
lights 
underline the father of lights with whom there is no variation or shifting shadow which means 
there is no darkness in him there is no evil in him is what that means amen it calls him the 
father of lights why would it say that because we are lights spirits same thing amen 
and that is a perfect gift amen and 
he has given us the gift of shun night he has given us the gift of shun night to help protect 
us from radiation during world war three and to protect us from 5g and phone signals and 
satellite signals this is a gift from above from on high this is a perfect gift from above this 
comes from god this does not have an evil fruit about it i am not dwelling into witchcraft I'm 
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dwelling into what the bible says that we are lights and that he our father is the father of 
lights and that he our father is the father of lights amen and we are like our father and we're 
supposed to become more and more and more like our father not less and less and less but 
more 
and more and more and the more that we doesn't even say that we should even look like him 
that we shall be transformed into glory amen amen and the more that we look upon him the 
more that 
we look at him the more that we will be transformed into the image of him it says this if he has
a 
rainbow we also have a rainbow amen we're made out of water and light and if you made out 
of water 
and light you have a rainbow amen praise the lord look at daniel 12 
in the book of prophets volume four daniel 12 verse 2 page 162 
god is great 
god is wonderful praise the lord praise Jesus for this revelation daniel 12 verse 2 
then your people shall be exalted or lifted up and risen up then everyone that is written in 
the scroll eventually all of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake some to 
everlasting life and some to reproach and ever last in shame in other words everybody's 
going 
to be risen at some time in their life and if you rise in the second resurrection it will be a time 
of 100 years of choosing and will eventually be judged judged and could at the end of that 
hundred years be put to shame and verse 3 the wise shall shine the wise shall shine as the 
brightness of the expanse and some of them and some of the many righteous as the stars 
forever 
and ever we're going to shine bright shine bright this is not just symbolic we will shine bright 
amen 
because we are being transformed into his image 
let's look at ezekiel chapter 10 in the same book of prophets ezekiel 10 
ezekiel chapter 10 verse 1 page 107 is equal to 10 verse 1 
then i looked and behold over the expanse that was above the head of the 
cherubs there was a likeness of a throne over them as a starfire stone and he said to the 
man clothed with a long robe go in between the wheels that are under the cherubs and feel 
your 
hands with coals of fire from between the cherubs and scatter them over the city and he went 
in my 
sight now that word wheels is interesting and all of this about these creatures as cherubs and 
so 
forth with the wheels turning and everything goes down to verse 10 and that's where their 
parents 
there was one likeness to the four creatures as if it were should be a wheel in the midst of a 
wheel 
a wheel in the midst of a wheel all of this is perlexing confusing what these things are what is 
it talking about it's interesting because the word caucus does mean wheels now this is not the
same 
word because caucus is not a greek word but rather caucus is a uh sanscript word or hindu 
word so we're talking about two different languages but nevertheless caucus does mean 
wheel or circle 
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and so it's interesting about this relationship of what caucus do mean now I'm not saying for 
sure 
that these were caucus i just find it interesting and sharing it with you that in this we do see 
the presence of god which would have a rainbow and these wheels that are turning now the 
caucus 
which are nothing but energy electrical energy of our body that's not witchcraft the simply 
fact of how god created us is that we have this energy body which has parts to that as well 
just 
like our physical body has parts so does our spiritual body also have parts now and uh when 
we talk about caucus which of course is hindu when we look at their system of what they 
know 
they know about the caucus they put the caucus in seven main areas of your body that then 
when i 
look at greek and when i look at other cultures how they thought of caucus or energy points in
your body sometimes some of those have 14 15 uh different numbers so there's a little bit of 
variation in that but they still knew that we have energy points in your body okay and a lot of 
them 
are extremely similar about having basically a crown point on top of your head which simply 
means that in your spiritual soul the top of your head has a different rainbow color then as you
go down your body different sections of your body that you would have a different color 
making you 
a rainbow spiritually now the caucus wheels circles each one of these energy points in your 
body 
they spin they turn like a wheel wow that's amazing that is amazing now atoms do spin 
now some scientists would say they don't actually spin atoms but rather they are like 
contrasting 
magnets that converse with one another and look like a spin it's just a matter of technical 
words 
but if it looks like a spin hey it's a spin you know if you don't want to call it spin you want 
to call it a different word so what you know technical jumbo okay they spin atoms spin 
and molecules i don't know about all molecules but some molecules spin so we have these 
different 
parts of our spiritual body that do spin within each each color spins that's very interesting 
that's very interesting 
very very very interesting now another interesting thing is that a rainbow when you see one in 
the 
sky most of the time we see only half of the rainbow from one end of the ground going up into 
the sky and then back down to the ground making an arch a half of a circle that if you were to 
see 
a rainbow from the sky from an airplane at the right vantage point you would see a complete 
circle and I've seen pictures of this and this is scientific fact documented and photographed 
that if you see a air bow i mean a rainbow from an airplane is actually a complete circle 
which is amazing beautiful and awesome now if you think us think of a human being as a 
rainbow 
we're basically half a circle because we are not circular beings but each energy point has a 
circle 
that is spinning but still yeah we're like six foot tall 5.5 whatever and so we're like 
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a column when you look at us we are a column with circles in it but if you put a man and a 
woman 
together and a man and woman together in sex the two columns together form an oval or a 
circle 
it completes and we are become one two flesh becomes one we become a complete rainbow 
when a man and woman gets together that's beautiful to me that is beautiful beautiful 
beautiful praise 
the lord we become complete 
now the revelation that Jesus brought to us about the shun night stone demands that we also 
examine 
this issue of energy and kaka points because how would the shun night protect us and help 
us and 
heal our bodies and help us sleep better and give us more energy and different healing 
properties 
how would a stone or any crystal help us physically with our health unless that stone itself has
some 
way to connect with our body you cannot drink a stone or eat a stone unless you crush it into 
a 
million pieces into powder like we do with calcium and other stones minerals which our body 
does need 
and crave okay but shun night we don't do that way we just wear it as a necklace we'll put it in
our 
pocket we'll put it on top of our phone and it still helps us so how is that possible unless 
the stone has a way to connect with our body and the only way that's possible without eating 
it 
drinking it powderizing it is that stone must have electrical ability electrical energy ability 
and not only the stone but us as well and that's true and that's documented that this stone 
you could hook it up to wires and it conducts electricity which is very unusual in rocks very 
unusual or at least they say is unusual but not really maybe in that form is unique but the truth
is really crystals in general amorous all your birthstones your gems your crystals really all of 
them have electricity in them of some form because like i said almost everything that science 
can 
measure is made out of plasma and everything has atoms and molecules therefore 
everything has a 
spin to it everything has something in it some ingredient some consistency something about it
something about it everything has electric in it somehow some way a spinning molecule 
spinning 
atom which is electricity in some sense that's how it works so if we say that shang nai is real 
which it is because I've touched it i felt how it helps me then we must ask ourselves how 
which 
is answered by caucus that is the answer to that caucus energy points this is not witchcraft is 
science okay even if western science denies most of it we're energies we're lights with spirits 
and because we are energy light and spirit we're plasma electricity electricity can be affected 
by other electricity amen electricity can be affected by other electricity we can be affected 
by 5g why because we're electric we're energy we're plasma we're spirit we have spiritual 
bodies 
that's why we can be affected by 5g and other internet and electrical signals and not only 
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because the 5g is electrical frequency vibration electrical frequency it is harming us in more 
than one way it is the 5g the 4g the internet the electric the electricity led lights and other 
lights that are artificial not true light but unofficial god not god created light but man 
created life is harming our eyes is harming our body and these things all these things I'm 
talking 
about internet signals and everything they are harming not only our physical body but our 
but our electricity they're harming our brain waves our heart waves our plasma spiritual body 
our aura which is real aura the chakras our energy points how these energy points in our 
body are spinning they're negatively being affected by the internet and other electrical 
currents 
which they're in turn affects our physical body as well so we must acknowledge that even our 
spiritual body is being harmed which is electrical body bioelectrical body is being harmed that 
can 
affect our thoughts our energy our attention span we know that the internet is reducing our 
attention span and our focus and our memory so it not only affects physical but mental and 
emotional 
issues and therefore the solution is to realize how everything is negatively affecting us 
and why therefore that we can do something about it through the use of not only sunlight but 
other 
crystals other stones on the earth because no he wouldn't make just one but many many 
many crystals 
even your birthstone now when we get into the issue of the birthstones that doesn't mean that
we should start keeping a celebration every year on our birthday does not mean that the only 
thing 
that means is that god designed us planned us pre-surveyed us predescend us to be born at 
a 
certain time of the year and even a certain year the month the day and the year that we was 
born 
and the location was pre-surveyed pre-planned by god and that does affect us it does affect 
us 
about who we are how we act where we was born what culture we was born into what our 
personality is 
like what our bioenergy body is like how we function as spiritual beings is affected by the 
month and the year that he was born there is something to the chinese horoscope there is 
something to the caucus there is something to the the gemstones the crystals healing crystals
and uh the aura and all these things i know this is a little bit scary to bring up some of these 
topics but we cannot be scared of such things because the truth as i said before and i say it 
again you can find some truth in anything you can find some truth in the jehovah witnesses in 
the 
seven days of ennis the catholics even in buddhaism even in hinduism you can find some 
truth we should 
not be scared of these things just because of who else knows about it that you know don't be 
scared 
of it just because somebody else knows about it they take these things the wrong way 
because they 
give glory to demons they give glory to false gods because they don't know the true creator 
they don't know who really created our energy but we do and because we do know the true 
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creator 
who really created these energy points there's nothing wrong with acknowledging what we 
are who 
we are and who really created these things it was not the devil who created our energy points 
this is not witchcraft this is not magic this is electricity which is real plasma which is real 
and our spirit which is real so this is not dwelling into witchcraft or foreign or heathen 
religions this is just acknowledging that you can find truth in anything but they don't have all 
truth and they don't know the creator we give glory to Jesus Christ we give glory to the god 
the father of lights who created us every bit of us and it is very good it is all good amen 
praise the lord 
good but i do give a warning several warnings i do not believe that Christmas can help you 
have a 
better relationship with god i do not believe and i do not teach that crystals would help you 
have 
a better relationship with god even though in buddhism and hinduism they claim that and 
witchcraft claims that you have a better spiritual relationship with the creator whatever in their 
false religions because of the crystals that's going too far that's magic that's mysticism 
that's going too far we're just trying to heal our energy heal our aura heal or conquer energy 
points of our body and physical body help our memory which is connected to the electricity 
this is not dwelling into witchcraft now i do not believe that Christmas can help you have a 
better 
relationship with god other than the fact that the more truth that you accept the more free you 
are 
from legalism the more free you are from false religion and wrongful needless fears therefore 
in that way yes you have a better relationship with god because you're letting go of lies 
and accepting more truth but not because of the power of the stones amen i warn everybody 
do not get caught up into hinduism and buddhism just because we're learning that they had 
this one thing right about the caucas and stones that should not cause us to leave the truth 
and 
foundation of Jesus Christ amen do not get caught up into hinduism and buddhism do not 
become overly 
obsessed about caucas yes we should be aware of them take care of them and use them for 
healing 
for healing mentally emotionally spiritually and physically healing of your spiritual body and 
physical body but this is not magic realize that Jesus created all of this realize that the hindus 
and buddhas do have a lot of things wrong and they give the glory to demons therefore we 
should not 
look more into hinduism and buddhism just because of this god Jesus Christ will lead us into 
more 
truth we don't have to look more into hinduism more into buddhism to find greater truths stick 
with Jesus stick with the bible stick with fasting learning growing listening to the sermons and 
if 
there's more truth to be found Jesus would lead the way i did not go looking for this topic he 
brought it to me let's stay on the foundation and the focus on Jesus do not leave the focus 
of Jesus do not become overly obsessed with caucas and energy points but we should 
acknowledge this 
and should practice healing and protection of our minds spirit soul and body by using what 
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god has 
brought to us what god has brought to our attention not ignoring it not burying our head in the 
sand 
but neither should we go exploring into these false religions god has brought us what we need
to know we don't need to know anything else about their false religion they just had this one 
thing 
right about needing mental sharpness and realizing who and what we are how to heal 
ourselves through 
what Jesus Christ created amen now I'm going to write articles about all this and hopefully get
it out this week god willing get these new articles out this week and uh talk more about 
it how to do it how to use the stones what stones you can use how to use it all of this 
um but i did mention at the top of your head is what they call the crown and the color for that 
is violet or white is the color for that so you can use white stones such as quartz 
to lay on top of your head to help heal that energy point 
because white stones have the necessary energy about that stone to connect with your 
energy that 
is white at that location of your body is that simple that easy white stone on the white energy 
on the white energy point because god made the white stones to have the right frequency 
the right electrical energy to help your white center point at the top of your head 
there are frequencies that are connected with that there are wavelengths that are connected 
with that there are foods stones essential oils and herbs that are connected with that 
so if you have all timers disease parker's disease stroke mental illness brain fog confusion 
these 
things can be helped possibly by using quartz or white stone at the top of your head then the 
next 
main frequency point is the forehead between your eyes maybe perhaps in the middle of your
forehead 
or perhaps between your two eyes some words in that zone that is what they call the brow 
and that is what they also call the third eye don't be scared of that what the third eye really 
truly is is nothing more than the fact that your soul is deep inside your brain right between 
your 
eyes right but underneath your forehead deep inside your brain is a hollow hole that science 
has documented a hollow hole in the center of your brain which is where the core of your soul
resides and that flows throughout your body and the inner core of your body and we don't 
need to 
we don't need to chant you should not chant you don't need to be getting into that those 
hindu sounds because that is witchcraft do not chant do not chant that is witchcraft 
we're just acknowledging energy points that can be proven okay and the color for that area of 
your body is what's called indigo this is going to be in the article your next main chakra main 
energy point is your throat area but also your nose your eyes your mouth or energy points too
but the main energy point next is your throat area which is the color blue then your next 
main area is your chest which is your heart your lungs which also includes additional 
energy points of your nipples and I've known this my entire life that your chest your nipples 
are 
energy points and this color is green for your chest that is your heart your blood pressure your
heartbeat if you have trouble with your heart if you have asthma if you have trouble with your 
lungs broad cutters by cutters any kind of lung or heart disease then you can use a green 
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stone 
and lay it on your chest for 20 to 30 minutes a day to help the energy of the green stone 
to help balance the rotation the energy of that particular energy point of your body your next 
main energy point is your stomach area around your belly button and about two inches below 
your belly button including your belly button and your entire stomach area the color for that is 
yellow then your next main energy point is your male or your female parts whether you're 
male 
or whether you're female those particular parts of your body is definitely a very strong energy 
point and the color for that is orange then your next energy point is actually on the other side 
of your body opposite of your male or female part which is your tailbone your tailbone is the 
base 
of your spine which they call the root the root chakra that's a very important part of your 
energy 
of your body and that is the color red now as i said again there are other energy points these 
are just the main there's also energy points in your hands and in your feet which is related 
to acupressure and reflexology massage massage in your feet massage in your hands is 
proven to 
help your health a certain point on your hand is related to your heart or your lungs or another 
part of your body a certain point in your feet rubbing or pressing acupressure acupuncture 
massage reflexology all these things are real and by pressing a certain part on your feet or 
on your hands relate to the energy points through the rest of your body and helps you heal 
and this actually helps prove the existence of energy points or chakras you also have energy 
points in your thighs your knees your eyes your mouth your nose but i have only covered the 
main 
energy points the energy also energy points in your feet which need to connect with the 
energy 
of the earth your feet need to connect with the energy points of the earth which means you 
need 
to ground yourself which means you need to go barefoot as often as possible on the actual 
ground 
the dirt of the earth or the grass to help to help ground your body you will have better health 
if you do that as often as possible also you need to get some sun and fresh air you could lay 
on 
the ground to sun tan out on the beach or outside on the grass be very very very good for 
your body 
to get the sun to help your electrical currents in your body as well as grounding yourself 
getting that fresh air and that sunshine all at the same time by just sun tanning on the ground 
would be amazing good good good for your body in every aspect men should go shirtless as 
often as possible to make yourself feel more masculine look more masculine and be more 
masculine 
do not be fearful of going shirtless man it is how you are made men were made to go shirtless
really all of us is made to be naked and so let's step up to the plate and let go of needless 
fear 
needless legalism and babylonian deceptions let's let go of all these needless fears we do not
need 
to be afraid of our physical body we don't need to be afraid of our spiritual body we don't need
to 
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be afraid of physical healing points we don't need to be afraid of using the stones and the 
herbs 
the things that god has put on the earth for our healing amen praise the lord i will be trying to 
get these new articles and links how to use these things what crystals to use for what 
which also includes salt lamps as well I'll try to get this out to you hopefully this week god 
willing 
now it will take me another two to four weeks probably to receive the shun night I'll be 
importing that from russia and then testing it once it gets here to make sure I'm receiving the 
real thing so it might take another month to receive that shun night enough to distribute 
I've already got a lot of the crystals and we'll be getting more so i can for people that live in 
the united states for people that live in the united states i can go ahead and start shipping 
out crystals right away once i get these articles and links set up but for the shun night for 
anybody 
that's going to have to wait a while to be received from russia and be tested but for people in 
Australia and Korea, Africa, other parts of the world outside the united states including 
Jamaica 
Puerto Rico Mexico outside the united states i need to wait until the shun night arrives first 
before 
i send out even the crystals or anything so that i can send you everything at one time because
it's 
expensive to send internationally so i want to send the crystals and the shun night in the 
same 
package to save international shipping instead of sending two different shipments that also 
will 
give me time to learn more so that when you do receive them you know more about how to 
use them 
right amen i do understand if you have any questions please give me time to finish writing 
these articles because the article themselves will answer a lot of questions so wait till these 
articles come out then read them in detail every word and pray and think and read these 
scriptures 
again which will be in the article and take it all to Jesus i know that you have to test me 
i know that you have to test these claims these this doctrine i know that you have to test it 
doctrine i know that you have to test it what is this what is the spirit behind it what is the 
fruit of this and I've done this myself and Jared has done this why is the fruit of this 
is there any negative fruit of it is there any harmful or bad or evil fruit of this i really 
can't think of any now of course people could abuse it but that's true of anything anything a 
gun 
a knife the bible the scriptures that can twist scriptures but you can't say that there's bad 
fruit from scripture just because somebody misuses it and just because somebody might use 
the chakra or somebody might misuse a crystal or a birthstone doesn't mean there's an evil 
fruit to it if we use 
it and if we use it in the right way given Jesus the glory and not going into the mysticism not 
going into the chanting not going into a million Hindu words and all that stuff but just focusing 
on Jesus acknowledging that he has given this for healing what bad fruit could come from it i 
see 
nothing but good so far nothing but good has come from it amen so think about this 
and the fact that he is the father of lights and that we are his children that we are 
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little Theos we are Theos we are energy we are spirit we are light 
and we are light and we are made of water and light and stone our teeth our bones they are 
stones 
which need stones they need minerals what do minerals do that we know about calcium zinc 
they 
actually affect the electrical currents in our body science proves that that calcium zinc copper 
iron which are stones minerals of the earth they conduct electricity in our body they connect 
with 
the electricity in our body but stones that are laid on top of our body would do the same it 
would 
connect with our electricity just by laying a stone and you could lay seven stones on your 
body 
at each of the seven main points of your body all at one time to help your energy points 
become 
more healthy there's nothing about witchcraft about that it's physical healing using what god 
Jesus Christ created for us to use i know it can be a little scary and i would give everybody 
time to pray and if you need to fast about it do not have a knee-jerk reaction like most people 
do like Babylonian people do do not have a knee-jerk reaction of saying no it's witchcraft 
take time to think take time take time to pray take time to examine the evidence and the 
articles 
in detail thank you for listening happy uh first day of the eighth month a new beginning amen 
praise 
Jesus Christ praise Jesus what he is doing for bringing us health and revelation and healing 
and healing this is nothing but good amen nothing but good and reminding us that we are 
spirit 
praise the lord thank you Jesus for what you have done for what you're doing and for what 
you're going to do in Jesus name amen 
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